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Overview
Adventure-comedy series for young audiences
where nature, fun and friendship come together.
Tulipop is a series of modern day fairytales set
on a beautiful island populated by a group of five
very diverse but equally relatable characters –
Fred, Bubble, Gloomy, Miss Maddy and Mr Tree.
Every day brings a new surprise to the
islanders and an opportunity for fun and
friendship as they learn about their world
and one another.
The stories encourage imaginative
thinking, creative self-expression
and just being who you are.
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Modern Day Fairytales
for 4-6 years
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Loosely based on the landscapes of Iceland,
the land of fire and ice, Tulipop contains
waterfalls, rugged mountains, hot springs,
and dense forests. It has a mushroom
swamp, a forbidden forest and numerous
underground caves, all of which are
populated by a host of interesting and
very unusual creatures.
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Gloomy
Gloomy lives in a very messy mushroom house
on the outskirts of the Forgotten Forest

Gloomy is an adventurous,

outspoken and enthusiastic whirlwind
of a mushroom girl who tackles life
on Tulipop with gusto. What may be a
problem to others is an opportunity for
fun to Gloomy! Energetic, charismatic
and curious, but sometimes impatient
and often chaotic Gloomy wants to live
life to the full and doesn’t have time
to sweat the small stuff – like tidying.
Boring!
She has a cape full of useful items for
any occasion, enjoys mixing potions,
fixing things for her friends and collects
almost anything which, to Bubble’s
dismay, makes her house even messier.
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Bubble
Bubble lives in a very clean mushroom house
with a pristine garden and lettuces

Bubble is Gloomy’s brother

and although they are close, the two
siblings could not be more different:
while Gloomy likes exploring, for
Bubble there’s no place like (a clean
and tidy) home; while Gloomy throws
herself into things, Bubble has a more
cautious approach; while Gloomy is
direct Bubble is more tactful. Although
their relationship is far from perfect,
they are two different sides of a coin
and couldn’t do without each other.
Bubble can calm Gloomy down and
Gloomy can gee Bubble up.
Exceptionally smart (although he tries
not to be a know it all) Bubble loves
routine, books, nature, plants and the
gentler things in life. He could quite
happily spend his time watering his
perfectly symmetrical lettuces in his
garden, singing to himself, but is
usually dragged, reluctantly, on an
adventure by Gloomy! Kind, funny
and thoughtful Bubble is a loyal
friend to all.
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Miss Maddy
Miss Maddy lives in a pink ornately
decorated cave

Miss Maddy is a confident

and outgoing young monster bear who
loves to be the centre of attention. With
a love of performing and the dramatic,
she is creative, expressive and loves
to entertain the islanders. She can be
prone to melodrama and sulks, but her
flamboyant personality is a cover for
a more sensitive side and she is always
fun to be around.
She finds both Fred and Gloomy to be
messy and silly at times and, if in
trouble, she normally turns to Bubble
for his calmness or Mr Tree, for his
wisdom.
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Fred
Fred lives in a tree stump
in the Forgotten Forest

Fred is Gloomy’s best friend and a

monster - but do not be fooled by the
word monster. Fred is a soft, cuddly
and playful creature with a heart of
gold. Like an eternal child, he is naïve,
curious, clumsy and easily distracted,
but with an unwavering optimism about
life which the islanders instinctively
warm to. Even if he does something
wrong, everyone can somehow
forgive Fred.
Without even realizing it Fred knows
Tulipop better than anyone - he reacts
to situations with a natural instinct,
which is like a sixth sense and which
he often can’t control.
When he’s really scared his horns
flicker, he’s not keen on the dark and
he is always very, very hungry.
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Mr Tree
Mr Tree is the warm hearted and

wise resident storyteller and historian
of Tulipop. Spiritual and close to nature
he is a bit of a guru and grandfather
figure to the other islanders who value
his unique, and often alternative insight
but he does not like confrontation or
too much excitement.
With his roots firmly planted in Skull
Island Mr Tree cannot travel, but the
friends always think of ways to
include him.
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Night Lights

Stranded

When Bubble turns his mushroom house into one
giant night light it attracts the attention of some sticky
visitors – baby Jellygubbins – who are on their yearly
journey to the Night Cave to grow into adulthood.
With the Jellygubbins in danger the friends must find
a way to lead the Jellygubbins back home… together.

Gloomy & Fred find a new island just off Cockleshell
Beach whilst searching for treasure. Miss Maddy and
Bubble are the first ones to spot that the little island
is actually a Unicorn Whale and swim out to tell
them. The whale is stuck in a net and with the help of
friendly crab, she is freed back to the sea.

The Wishing Tree

Pool Party

When the Aurora Borelis brings a seed which grows
into a wishing tree the friends are excited. They can
wish for anything they want! Fred wishes for an apple
tree, Gloomy an invisible cloak and Miss Maddy
for Wiggly and Wobbly to talk. But before long the
wishes have taken a turn for the worst and no-one
knows what to do - apart from Bubble, who decides
to use his wish to turn everything back to normal.
Be careful what you wish for!

Maddy has decided to throw a pool party
and the theme is pink! She even asks
Gloomy to make the pool water pink.
When the whole island changes colour
too, Gloomy has to capture her pink bath
bomb in a jar and soon the whole island
is back to its beautiful self and Mr Tree is
green again. Maddy decides she likes all
the colours of the rainbow, not just pink.
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